
Lisburn Rugby 

Lisburn Crash to Grosvenor 

Lisburn 12 – Grosvenor 35 

The Connect Telecom Lisburn 1st XV crashed badly to 3rd placed Grosvenor at Blaris last 
Saturday when going down by five converted tries to two tries and a conversion.  While 
Grosvenor deserved their win, the margin of defeat suffered by the home team hardly 
reflected the trend of the game as Lisburn once again fought hard for every ball but they 
did not have an answer to the slick ball handling of the visitor’s backline.  Forced to line 
out without three of their talisman players, outhalf Josh Reid, winger Craig Walsh and 
flanker Chris Cummings, Lisburn nevertheless took the game to Grosvenor at every 
opportunity.  The opening salvo came from Grosvenor as their speedy backline searched 
for openings and the first of these came on the ten minute mark following numerous 
darting runs at the home line when a gap appeared on the left and a touchline conversion 
opened the scoring at 0-7. 

Fifteen minutes later Lisburn were rather unlucky when a clearing kick was accidently 
bounced against one of their own players to give Grosvenor a five metre lineout.  They 
won the throw and having moved the ball wide at pace, one of their flying centres scythed 
his way in for their second try.  It was now 0-14.  However, Lisburn were starting to come 
to terms up front, where the back five were putting themselves about in the tight and 
loose exchanges, and they immediately responded with a try of their own after a great 
burst from Number 8 and Captain, Matt Edgar.  Centre Kenny McCombe converted to 
narrow the gap to 7-14 and this proved to be the interval score line. 

Lisburn started the second period confidently and two minutes in they were awarded a 
penalty almost in front of the posts but this was narrowly pushed wide.  The next fifteen 
minutes belonged to Grosvenor as they ran in two more converted tries by their speedy 
backs and suddenly Lisburn were facing a hard afternoon.  However, as with their previous 
weeks’ wins over Academy and Limavady, they did not give up and some powerful 
defending by Centres McCombe and Bebbington kept Grosvenor at bay.  Matt Arneil, 
playing at outhalf, kept his team going forward and expertly guided the defensive 
positions.  Bebbington then had to go off with a recurring shoulder injury, to be replaced 
by coach Andrew Postlethwaite who once again brought his experience to bear on his 
younger charges.  The last five minutes of the game saw Grosvenor claim another 
converted try through their speedy backs but Lisburn kept going and were rewarded for 
their efforts when Kenny McCombe brought the ball into the heart of the visitor’s defence 
before handing on to Matt Arneil in a slashing 30 metre run up the touchline and the big 
outhalf fought off numerous tackles to score.  The conversion failed and the final whistle 
went to leave the score line at 12-35 for the visitors.  This bonus point win brings 
Grosvenor into direct contention with their archrivals CIYMS in the chase for the league’s 
runners up spot whereas Lisburn still need at least another win to keep ahead of UUC who 
gained a bonus point in their 50-22 loss to Randalstown at the weekend.  Lisburn now have 
a weeks’ break before travelling to meet league leaders Coleraine.   With just four more 
games to play, the league positions will be watched with interest. 

   


